For uplink large-scale multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems, the minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithm is near optimal but involves matrix inversion with high complexity. In this paper, we propose to exploit the Gauss-Seidel (GS) method to iteratively realize the MMSE algorithm without the complicated matrix inversion. To further accelerate the convergence rate and reduce the complexity, we propose a diagonal-approximate initial solution to the GS method, which is much closer to the final solution than the traditional zero-vector initial solution. We also propose an approximated method to compute loglikelihood ratios for soft channel decoding with a negligible performance loss. The analysis shows that the proposed GS-based algorithm can reduce the computational complexity from O(K 3 ) to O(K 2 ), where K is the number of users. Simulation results verify that the proposed algorithm outperforms the recently proposed Neumann series approximation algorithm and achieves the near-optimal performance of the classical MMSE algorithm with a small number of iterations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technology has been successfully applied to many communication systems, such as the 4th generation (4G) cellular system Long-Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) [1] , the IEEE 802.11n wireless local area network system [2] , etc. It is widely recognized as a promising key technology for future wireless communications [3] . Unlike the traditional small-scale MIMO (e.g., at most eight antennas in LTE-A), large-scale MIMO, which equips a very large number of antennas (e.g., 128 antennas or even more) at the base station (BS) to simultaneously serve multiple user equipment (UE) devices, is recently proposed [4] . It has been theoretically proved that large-scale MIMO can achieve orders of increase in spectrum and energy efficiency [5] .
However, realizing the attractive benefits of large-scale MIMO in practice faces some challenging problems, one of which is the practical signal detection algorithm in the uplink [6] due to the increased multiuser interferences. The optimal detector is the maximum likelihood (ML) detector, but its complexity exponentially increases with the number of transmit antennas, which makes it impractical for largescale MIMO systems. Some nonlinear detection algorithms such as fixed-complexity sphere decoding [7] and tabu search [8] are proposed to achieve near-optimal performance with reduced complexity. However, their complexity is still unaffordable when the dimension of the MIMO systems is large or the modulation order is high [6] [e.g., 128 antennas at the BS with 64-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)]. To make a tradeoff between performance and complexity, one can resort to low-complexity linear detection algorithms such as zero-forcing and minimum mean square error (MMSE) with nearoptimal performance for uplink multiuser large-scale MIMO systems [6] ; however, these algorithms involve unfavorable matrix inversion with high complexity. Recently, the Neumann series approximation algorithm was proposed to convert the matrix inversion into a series of matrix-vector multiplications [9] to reduce the complexity. However, only marginal reduction in complexity can be achieved.
In this paper, we propose a low-complexity near-optimal signal detection algorithm based on the Gauss-Seidel (GS) method [10] for large-scale MIMO systems. First, based on the special property that the MMSE filtering matrix of large-scale MIMO systems is Hermitian positive definite, we propose a low-complexity signal detection algorithm, which utilizes the GS method to iteratively realize the MMSE estimate without matrix inversion. Then, based on the fact that the MMSE filtering matrix is diagonally dominant for uplink largescale MIMO systems, we propose to use the diagonal component of the MMSE filtering matrix to obtain a diagonal-approximate initial solution to the GS method, which can accelerate the convergence rate. After that, we propose an approximated method to calculate the channel gain and the noise-plus-interference (NPI) variance for loglikelihood ratio (LLR) computation, which also utilizes the diagonal dominant property of the MMSE filtering matrix. We verify through simulation results that the proposed GS-based algorithm with the approximated method for LLR computation can attain the near-optimal performance of the classical MMSE algorithm with a small number of iterations. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to utilize the GS method for signal detection in uplink large-scale MIMO systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the system model. Section III specifies the proposed lowcomplexity signal detection algorithm based on the GS method. The simulation results of the bit error rate (BER) performance are shown in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notation: We use lowercase and uppercase boldface letters to denote vectors and matrices, respectively; (·) T , (·) H , (·) −1 , and | · | denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, matrix inversion, and absolute operators, respectively; Re{·} and Im{·} denote the real part and imaginary part of a complex number, respectively; and finally, I N represents the N × N identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an uplink large-scale MIMO system employing N antennas at the BS to simultaneously serve K selected single-antenna UE devices for communications, where we usually have N K, e.g., N = 128 and K = 16 have been considered in [11] . The parallel transmitted bit streams from K different users are first separately encoded by the channel encoder and then mapped to constellation symbols by taking values from an energy-normalized modulation constellation Q. Let s denote the K × 1 transmitted signal vector containing the transmitted symbols from all K users and H ∈ C N×K denote the flat Rayleigh fading channel matrix whose entries are independent and identically distributed with zero mean and unit variance [5] . Then, the N × 1 received signal vector y at the BS can be presented as y = Hs + n (1) where n is a N × 1 additive white Gaussian noise vector whose entries follow CN (0, σ 2 ). The task of multiuser signal detection at the BS is to estimate the transmitted signal vector s from the received noisy signal vector y (note that the channel matrix H can be usually obtained through time-domain and/or frequency-domain training pilots [12] , [13] ). The estimate of the transmitted signal vectorŝ achieved by the MMSE linear detection algorithm can be presented aŝ
whereȳ = H H y can be interpreted as the matched-filter output of y, and the MMSE filtering matrix W is denoted by
where G = H H H presents the Gram matrix. After the estimation of the transmitted signal vector, the soft-information LLRs can be extracted from the estimated results for soft-input channel decoding.
Then, by combining (1) and (2), the MMSE estimateŝ can be rewritten asŝ = Es + W −1 H H n. The estimate of the transmitted symbol for the kth user (i.e., the kth element ofŝ) can be presented asŝ k = μ k s k + ν k , where s k denotes the kth element of the transmitted signal vector s, μ k = E kk is the equivalent channel gain, and ν 2 k = K m =k |E mk | 2 + U kk σ 2 denotes the NPI variance; E mk and U mk present the element of matrix E and U in the mth row and kth column, respectively. Then, the max-log approximated LLR L k,b of bit b for the kth user can be obtained by [14] 
where γ k = μ 2 k /ν 2 k is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio for the kth user, and S 0 b and S 1 b are the sets containing the symbols from the modulation constellation Q, where the bth bit of the symbol is 0 and 1, respectively.
It has been proved that the MMSE linear detection algorithm is near optimal for uplink multiuser large-scale MIMO systems [6] . However, the MMSE algorithm inevitably involves complicated matrix inversion W −1 to achieve the MMSE estimate, the channel gain, and the NPI variance, all of which are required to calculate the final LLRs for soft-input channel decoding. The computational complexity of matrix inversion is O(K 3 ), which is high since K is usually large in uplink large-scale MIMO systems [11] .
III. LOW-COMPLEXITY SOFT-OUTPUT SIGNAL DETECTION FOR UPLINK LARGE-SCALE MULITIPLE-INPUT-MULITIPLE-OUTPUT
Here, we first propose a low-complexity signal detection algorithm that utilizes the GS method to iteratively realize the MMSE estimate without matrix inversion. To further accelerate the convergence rate and reduce the complexity, we also propose a diagonal-approximate initial solution to the GS method. Then, we propose an approximated method to compute the channel gain and the NPI variance for LLR computation, which does not need to compute the exact matrix inversion. Finally, the complexity analysis of the proposed GS-based algorithm is provided to show its advantages over conventional algorithms.
A. Signal Detection Algorithm Based on GS Method
For uplink large-scale MIMO systems, the channel matrix H is column full-rank and column asymptotically orthogonal [6] , which guarantees that the MMSE filtering matrix W is Hermitian positive definite. This special property inspires us to exploit the GS method [10] to iteratively solve (2) without matrix inversion. The GS method is used to solve the N -dimension linear equation Ax = b, where A is the N × N Hermitian positive definite matrix, x is the N × 1 solution vector, and b is the N × 1 measurement vector. Unlike the traditional method that directly computes A −1 b to obtain x, the GS method can iteratively solve the equation Ax = b with low complexity. Since the MMSE filtering matrix W is also Hermitian positive definite as previously mentioned, we can decompose W as
where D, L, and L H denote the diagonal component, the strictly lower triangular component, and the strictly upper triangular component of W, respectively. Then, we can exploit the GS method to estimate the transmitted signal vector s as follows:
where i is the number of iterations, and s (0) denotes the initial solution, which will be discussed later in Section III-B. Since (D + L) is a lower triangular matrix, we can obtain s (i) with low complexity as will be addressed in Section III-D. It is worth noting that the proposed GSbased algorithm is convergent for any initial solution since the MMSE filtering matrix W is Hermitian positive definite [10, Th. 7.2.2].
B. Diagonal-Approximate Initial Solution
Traditionally, due to the fact that no priori information of the final solution is available, the initial solution s (0) in (6) is set as a zero vector [10] , which is simple but usually far away from the final solution.
Although the initial solution does not influence the convergence, it plays an important role in the convergence rate and affects both computational complexity and detection accuracy when the number of iterations is limited. Here, we propose a diagonal-approximate initial solution to the GS-based algorithm to achieve a faster convergence rate.
For uplink large-scale MIMO systems, the channel matrix H is asymptotically orthogonal when N K [6] ; hence, we have
where h m denotes the mth column vector of the channel matrix H. This indicates that the MMSE filtering matrix W = H H H + σ 2 I K is diagonally dominant for uplink large-scale MIMO systems. Based on this principle, we can conclude that the matrix W −1 is also diagonally dominant. Fig. 1 shows the normalized entries of the matrix W −1 for different values of N when K is fixed to 16, where W −1 mk and W −1 max denote the mth row and kth column entry and the maximum entry of W −1 , respectively. We can observe that the domination of the diagonal elements of W −1 becomes more obvious with the increasing value of N/K, and the difference between the diagonal matrix D −1 and the nondiagonal matrix W −1 becomes smaller. This special property inspires us to utilize D −1 to approximate W −1 with small error [9] , [14] , [15] . Then, the initial solution s (0) in (6) can be approximately selected as
Since the approximation error of s (0) in (8) should be small, as shown in Fig. 1 , it is expected that the proposed diagonal-approximate initial solution will be closer to the final MMSE estimateŝ compared with the traditional zero-vector initial solution. Therefore, a faster convergence rate can be achieved. Moreover, note that the computational complexity to compute D −1 (or equivalently s (0) ) is very low, since D is a diagonal matrix.
C. Approximated Method to Compute LLRs 1) Exact Method:
Although the GS-based algorithm is originally designed to obtain the MMSE estimateŝ, it can be also utilized to obtain the estimate of the matrix inversion W −1 . Combining (2) and (6), we setȳ = e m , where e m denotes the mth K × 1 unit vector, then the result of the GS-based algorithm (ŵ inv )
) for i = 1, 2, . . . will be the mth column of the estimate of the matrix W −1 in the ith iteration, where (ŵ inv ) (0) m can be selected as the diagonal-approximate initial solution addressed in Section III-B, i.e., (ŵ inv ) (0) m = D −1 e m . Thus, the estimate (Ŵ inv ) (i) of the matrix W −1 in the ith iteration can be achieved by
Then, by replacing the matrix W −1 with the estimated matrix
, and the equivalent channel gainμ (i) k and NPI variance (ν (i) k ) 2 achieved by the GS-based algorithm in the ith iteration can be presented asμ
Substituting (6), (10) , and (11) into (4), we can obtain the exact maglog LLRs for soft-input channel decoding.
2) Approximated Method: The exact method above can compute the exact max-log LLRs to produce a good BER performance, but it inevitably involves the calculation of (Ŵ inv ) (i) , which requires K times the GS method with the complexity O(K 2 ) for each time. Therefore, although the proposed GS-based algorithm can obtain the MMSE estimateŝ with low complexity O(K 2 ), the exact method to compute LLRs still suffers from complexity as high as O(K 3 ).
To solve this problem, we propose an approximated method inspired by [15] to calculate the channel gain and NPI variance for LLR computation, which can avoid the complicated matrix inversion.
Since W −1 is diagonal dominant for uplink large-scale MIMO systems as we have verified in Section III-B, we can utilize the diagonal matrix D −1 to approximate W −1 with small error [9] , [14] , [15] . Then, the approximated channel gainμ k and the approximated NPI varianceν 2 k can be achieved bỹ
Substituting (6), (12) , and (13) into (4), we can obtain the approximated max-log LLRs. Since D −1 is a diagonal matrix, the computation ofẼ andŨ involves low complexity. Furthermore, since the MMSE estimateŝ can be obtained without matrix inversion, the overall computational complexity to compute LLRs can be significantly reduced, as will be quantified in the following section.
It is worth pointing out that the method proposed in [15] also utilizes D −1 to approximate W −1 , but it simplifies the LLR computation by first computing a conjugate gradient matrix with low complexity, which is then used to compute LLRs, whereas our method directly utilizes D −1 to obtain LLRs.
D. Computational Complexity Analysis
Since both the MMSE algorithm and the proposed GS-based algorithm need to compute the Gram matrix G = H H H (or equivalently W = G + σ 2 I K ) and the matched-filter outputȳ, we focus on the complexity of the LLR computation and evaluate it in terms of the required number of (complex) multiplications [16] . It can be found from (4) that the computational complexity of the proposed GS-based algorithm to obtain LLRs comes from three parts.
1) The first part comes from the diagonal-approximate initial solution (8) addressed in Section III-B, which involves the computation of D −1 and a multiplication of the K × K diagonal matrix D −1 and the K × 1 vectorȳ. Therefore, the required number of complex multiplications is 2K. 2) The second part originates from solving the linear equation (6) .
Considering the definition of D and L in (5), the solution can be presented as
where s
, andȳ m denote the mth element of s (i) , s (i−1) , andȳ, respectively, and W mk denotes the element of W in the mth row and kth column. It is clear that the required number of complex multiplications to compute s (i) m is K. Since there are K elements in vector s (i) , solving (6) requires iK 2 times complex multiplications.
3) The third part is from the computation of channel gain and NPI variance. It can be found from (12) and (13) that for the proposed approximated method for computing LLRs, it requires the calculation of two parts, i.e., all the elements of the matrixẼ and the diagonal elements of the matrixŨ. Due toẼ = D −1 G, and the fact that the diagonal matrix D −1 has been obtained when we use the diagonal-approximate initial solution, the required number of complex multiplications of the first part is K 2 . For the second part, we only need the diagonal elements of the matrixŨ, which can be presented asŨ kk = D −2 kk G kk for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, where D −1 kk and G kk denote the kth diagonal element of D −1 and G, respectively. Thus, the required number of complex multiplications of the second part is as small as 2K.
To sum up, the overall required number of complex multiplications by the proposed GS-based algorithm is (i + 1)K 2 + 4K; hence, the computational complexity is O(K 2 ) for arbitrary number of iterations. Fig. 2 compares the complexity of the Neumann-based algorithm [14] and the proposed GS-based algorithm, whereby the MMSE algorithm with Cholesky decomposition is also included as a baseline for comparison [14] . Note that all these three algorithms utilize the approximated method to compute the LLRs, as described in Section III-C. It shows that the Neumann-based algorithm has lower complexity than the MMSE algorithm with Cholesky decomposition when i ≤ 3, particularly when i = 2 with complexity O(K 2 ). However, when i ≥ 4, the complexity of the Neumann-based algorithm is O((i − 2)K 3 ) [14] , which is even higher than that of the MMSE algorithm. Since a large value of i is usually required to ensure the final approximation performance, as will be verified later by simulation results in Section IV, the reduction in complexity achieved by the Neumann-based algorithm is marginal. By contrast, since K is usually large for large-scale MIMO systems (e.g., K = 16 in [6] ), we can observe that the proposed GS-based algorithm can evidently reduce the complexity from O(K 3 ) to O(K 2 ) for an arbitrary number of iterations. Even for i = 2, the proposed algorithm enjoys lower complexity than the Neumann-based algorithm. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2 , the proposed GS-based algorithm will lead to more significant reduction in complexity when the dimension of the MIMO system becomes larger, which means that the proposed algorithm with low complexity is quite suitable for large-scale MIMO systems.
Additionally, we can observe from (14) that the computation of s k for k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1 that have already been computed in the current iteration to produce a more reliable result than the conventional algorithm, which only utilizes all the elements of s (i−1) in the previous iteration. Thus, a faster convergence rate can be expected, and the required number of iterations to achieve a certain estimate accuracy becomes smaller. Based on these facts, the overall complexity of the proposed algorithm can be reduced further.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results of BER performance against the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) are provided to compare the GS-based algorithm with the recently proposed Neumann-based algorithm [14] . The BER performance of the classical MMSE algorithm with Cholesky decomposition is also included as the benchmark for comparison. In all simulations, we consider the modulation scheme of 64-QAM and the rate-1/2 industry-standard convolutional code with [133 o 171 o ] polynomial. At the receiver, LLRs are extracted from the detected signal for soft-input Viterbi decoding. Note that the SNR is defined at the receiver [14] .
First, we consider the uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel. Fig. 3 shows the BER performance comparison between the GS-based algorithm with the exact method and the approximated method to compute LLRs, when N × K = 128 × 16. Note that i denotes the number of iterations, and we choose the diagonal-approximate initial solution. We can observe that compared with the exact method to compute LLRs involving high complexity, the proposed approximated method can achieve a satisfying performance when the number of iterations i is relatively large (e.g., i ≥ 3). For example, when i = 3, the difference between the exact method and the approximated method is within 0.1 dB. Fig. 4 compares the BER performance between the GSbased algorithm with the conventional zero-vector initial solution and the proposed diagonal-approximate initial solution, when N × K = 128 × 16 and the approximated method to compute LLRs is employed. It is clear that the proposed diagonal-approximate initial solution can accelerate the convergence rate. When i = 3, the GSbased algorithm with diagonal-approximate initial solution has almost the same performance as that with the conventional zero-vector initial solution when i = 4, which means that the overall complexity of the proposed algorithm can be reduced further. Fig. 5 shows the BER performance comparison between the conventional Neumann-based algorithm [14] and the proposed GS-based algorithm, when N ×K = 128×16. Note that we choose the diagonalapproximate initial solution and the proposed approximated method to compute LLRs for the GS-based algorithm. It is clear that with the increased number of iterations, the BER performance of both algorithms becomes closer to that of the MMSE algorithm. However, the GS-based algorithm outperforms the conventional algorithm when the same number of iterations is used. As we can observe in Fig. 5 , when i = 3, the SNR required by the GS-based algorithm to achieve the BER of 10 −4 is 14 dB, whereas for the Neumann-based algorithm, the required SNR is 15 dB.
In addition, in Fig. 6 , we also provide the simulation results about the BER performance of the proposed GS-based algorithm against the number of antennas at BS (N ) when a fixed number of users K = 16 is considered. Note that SNR = 13 dB is adopted. We can observe that the performance of the MMSE algorithm improves when N increases, and the GS-based algorithm can achieve the exact performance of the MMSE algorithm with a small number of iterations (i.e., i = 4), regardless of the value of N . By contrast, although the performance of the Neumann-based algorithm also improves with the increasing value of N , it still suffers a nonnegligible performance loss, which further verifies that the proposed GS-based algorithm outperforms the conventional Neumann-based algorithm in large-scale MIMO systems. More importantly, we can also observe in Fig. 6 that the proposed GS-based algorithm is near optimal compared with the optimal ML algorithm, since when N K (e.g., N/K = 8), the performance of the GS-based algorithm with i = 4 is close to that of the optimal ML algorithm.
Finally, as the spatial correlation of MIMO channels plays a crucial role in the performance of realistic MIMO systems, we show in Fig. 7 how the channel correlation affects the performance of the proposed GS-based algorithm. Note that we adopt the exponential correlation model described in [17] , and ξ (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) denotes the correlated factor between two adjacent antennas. We can observe that the performance of the classical MMSE algorithm degrades when the channel correlation becomes serious, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis in [17] , and the GS-based algorithm can still converge to the MMSE algorithm without obvious performance loss. However, the required number of iterations by the proposed GS-based algorithm to converge becomes larger with an increasing value of ξ (e.g., i = 7 when ξ = 0.5, but i = 10 when ξ = 0.7), which means more serious channel correlation will lead to a slower convergence rate. However, the GS-based algorithm can still enjoy lower complexity than the Neumann-based algorithm and the MMSE algorithm with Cholesky decomposition.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, by fully exploiting the special characteristics of uplink large-scale MIMO systems, we propose a low-complexity nearoptimal signal detection algorithm based on the GS method. To reduce the complexity further, we propose a diagonal-approximate initial solution to the GS-based algorithm, which is close to the final solution to accelerate the convergence rate. We also propose an approximated method to compute LLRs with low complexity for soft-input channel decoding. Analysis shows that the proposed algorithm can reduce the complexity from O(K 3 ) to O(K 2 ). It is verified that the proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional method and achieves the nearoptimal performance of the classical MMSE algorithm with a small number of iterations. Additionally, the idea of using the GS method to efficiently solve the complicated matrix inversion can be applied to other signal processing problems involving matrix inversion of large size in wireless communications, such as downlink precoding in largescale MIMO systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The capacity of a given channel provides a fundamental limit on the maximum data rate that can be reliably communicated over that channel. In addition, the derivation and structure of capacity expressions usually yield insight into the optimal signaling strategy. Unfortunately, providing exact expressions for the capacity of various channels constitutes a generally difficult task, and only the capacity of a relatively small number of channel instances is available. Among channels of practical interest are those in which the channel state information is not available at the receiver, which are usually referred to as being noncoherent [1] and those in which the transmitted signals are contaminated with phase noise [2] . These channels arise when the channel undergoes fast fading conditions, resulting in the receiver being unable to acquire reliable channel and phase estimates. As such, these channels are likely to arise more frequently in future highmobility communication scenarios. Unfortunately, capacity expressions for these channels are not known, and only asymptotic results are available. In this paper, we will focus on the accuracy of the differential entropy approximations that underlie the derivation of the asymptotic results.
